ROYAL COMMISSION INTO INSTITUTIONAL RESPONSES TO CHILD SEX ABUSE AT MELBOURNE

IN THE MATTER OF CASE STUDY 30

1. These submissions are made on behalf of the witness given the pseudonym BHE, who was a victim of sexual abuse perpetrated at Winlaton between 1971 and 1977. These submissions respond to the submissions of Counsel Assisting the Royal Commission filed 2 October 2015.

2. BHE adopts as accurate the summary of her evidence as set out in Part 3 of the submissions of Counsel Assisting, particularly those at page 60. BHE supports the making by the Commission of the available findings identified from available findings F15-F34 and further from F50-F62.

3. BHE wishes to thank the Royal Commission for its investigation of the way in which Winlaton was run and the treatment which residents of Winlaton received during their time at Winlaton.
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